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ABSTRACT

In this paper� we describe a hybrid relaxation approach
to a graph matching problem� by combining both the
discrete and continuous relaxation techniques� Com�
patibility coe�cient� critical factor for both relaxation
techniques� is de�ned in terms of nodes and arcs attrib�
utes� and the distance measure between graphs is de�ned
as the inner product of the probability vector and the
compatibility vector� The discrete relaxation is used as
a preprocessing step to determine the initial matching
probabilities� and in the continuous relaxation stage� the
�nal matching probabilities are computed by the gradi�
ent projection method� Experimental results show that
the proposed algorithm is robust to the corruption of the
topologies of the graphs� and the matching probabilities
converges very rapidly� alleviating an enormous compu�
tational load required for the relaxation process�

� Introduction

Relational matching is a task that pervades computer
vision at both high and intermediate level� It is also con�
sidered as a relational isomorphism problem� When we
only deal with binary relation or structural constraints�
the relational matching is actually a graph matching or
graph isomorphism problem� It is invariably poor ini�
tial image segmentation that limits the e�ectiveness of
classical graph matching methods��	� Since these seg�
mentation errors corrupt the topologies of the relational
graphs� isomorphismor exact matching may not be pos�
sible� Therefore� the matching process returns with in�
correct or false results��� 
	�
Shapiro and Haralick��	 proposed a general version

of inexact matching� in which images are described by
weighted relational data structures� and inexactness of
a matching is expressed by various errors for primitives
and constraints� Solutions to the relational matching can
be found by so�called blind tree search methods��	� Al�
though the tree search methods� combined with some
heuristics� can improve the performance to a certain
extent�
	� these methods can only be applied to sparse
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data sets� like high level descriptions��	� due to the ex�
ponential complexity of tree searches�
Because of its intrinsically parallel nature and the cap�

ability to provide consistent interpretations from incom�
plete or uncertain input� the relaxation process provides
an alternative approach for the inexact matching� Two
distinct types of the relaxation algorithms have been pro�
posed in �	� The discrete relaxation is carried out by
the iterative application of label discarding rule� while in
the continuous relaxation� the matching probabilities are
updated in the continuous probability domain�
In this paper� we propose a hybrid� combining the dis�

crete and continuous relaxation� approach to the problem
of graph matching�
We describe the matching process in terms of the at�

tributed relational graph� ARG ���	� relational structure
composed of attributed nodes and arcs� The graph rep�
resentation of images o�ers several powerful capabilities
that are very useful for image analysis� such as the proper
handling of hierarchy of the images and topological in�
variances�
The outline of this paper is as follows� In section II�

we describe basic de�nitions and terminology in ARG�
and the notion behind the relaxation process� In section
III� the proposed matching method is presented in de�
tail� and section IV presents the results of the matching
experiments on the synthetic and real images� Finally�
section V gives the conclusions�

� ARG and Relaxation Technique

��� Attributed Relational Graph � ARG �

The ARG is a relational structure which consists of a
set of nodes and a set of arcs� representing the relations
between the nodes�
The detailed de�nition of ARG is given in ��	� which

we review brie�y for the sake of completeness�
De�nition � The ARG is de�ned as G�fN� B� A�

R� GN � GBg whose component are as follows� N �
fa�� a�� � � � � ajN jg is a �nite set of nodes� where jN j is
the number of nodes in N � B � fr�� r�� � � � � rjBjg is a ��
nite set of ordered node pairs� or directed branches�arcs�
�� i�e�� b � �ni� nj� for some � � i� j � jN j �denoting



the arc from node ni to node nj � where jBj is the num�
ber of arcs in B� A � fEm�N � � �lk�ai�� vk�ai��g is an
alphabet of node attributes� Em is the mth node entity
�and lk and vk are the name and the value of the kth
attribute� respectively� R � fRn�B� � ��k�ri�� �k�ri��g is
an alphabet of branch attributes� Rn is the nth relation�
and lk and vk are the name and value of the kth attribute
respectively� GN is a function� or a set of functions � for
generating the node attributes� GB is a function� or a
set of functions � for generating the branch attributes�

��� Discrete and Continuous Relaxation Tech�
nique

Based on de�nitions of previous section� we discuss some
of the notion behind the relaxation process� The relax�
ation process involves a set of units and a set of la�
bels�names�� Let N� � fa�� � � � � aNg be a set of N units
and N� � f��� � � � � �Mg be a set of M labels� where N�

and N� are sets of the nodes in the ARG G� and G��
respectively�
The discrete relaxation is carried out by the iterative

application of label discarding rule�	�
In the continuous relaxation � the labeling state for

each units ai � N� is represented by an vector �

�pi � �pi��j�j�j � N�	� ���

where pi��j� � �� and the sum for all �j is equal to ��
The real value pi��j� � ��� �	 re�ects the strength with

which ai is matched with �j �
The compatibility vector �qi � �qi��j�j�j � N�	 is

de�ned in term of pi��j� and compatibility coe�cient
r�i� �j� k� �l�� given by

qi��j� � ��pi��j�� r�i� �j� k� �l��� ���

and the qi��j� represents the strength that unit ai
matches with label �j � considering the compatibil�
ity coe�cient r�i� �j� k� �l� and the present probability
pi��j��

� Matching Algorithms

First� we de�ne the compatibility coe�cient as

r�i� �j� k� �l� ���

� � ��
X
n

�
k�n�i� k�� �n��j � �l�k

�n
�� �
�

� ��� �� ��
X
n

�
kvn�k� � vn��l�k

	n
��

where � is the relative weight between node and edge
attributes of ARG� and 	� � are the weights to each at�
tribute� and � is an any function satisfying the mono�
tonically decreasing property� respectively�
In ���� k � k can be de�ned in many di�erent ways� ac�

cording to the attribute type�i�e�� whether it is symbolic
or numerical� A maximum value of the compatibility

coe�cient is obtained � if the arc attributes and node at�
tributes are equal for units and labels� Large di�erences
between attributes yield a null value of the compatibility
coe�cient�
Next to the de�nition of compatibilities� in order to

�nd best mapping from N� to N�� it is necessary to
de�ne the match evaluation function��	� We use a a
simple criterion based on the inner product of probabil�
ity vector �pi and compatibility vector �qi� given by

C��p�� �p�� � � � � �pjN�j� �

jN�jX
i	�

�pi � �qi ���

where jN�j is the number of nodes in G�� �qi is a function
of �pi�s and compatibility coe�cients as discussed in the
next section� respectively� The criterion C in ���� which
is also the distance measure between ARGs� is used for
both estimating the initialmatching probabilities and the
optimization process for computing the �nal matching
probabilities with di�erent �qi�
The relaxation process converges to a local maximum

in the vicinity of the initial probabilities� Accordingly�
the initial probabilities a�ect the convergence rate and
the performance of relaxation algorithm signi�cantly�
We employ the discrete relaxation to estimate the ini�
tial matching probabilities� which we shall present in the
next section�

��� Estimation of the Initial Matching Probab�
ilities

The discrete relaxation can be formally abstracted as
follows�	� If the constraint �ik is the set of all pairs
�j � �l� such that label �j at unit ai is compatible with la�
bel �k at unit ak� the discrete relaxation is accomplished
by means of the label discarding rule� discard a label �j
at a node i� if there exists a neighbor k of i such that
every label �l currently assigned to k is incompatible
with �j at i� i�e�� ��j � �l� 
� �ik� In the discrete relax�
ation � we should determine the set �ik� i�e�� whether
r�i� �j� k� �l� is � or ��
We �rst de�ne the discrete constraints set loosely as

R�i� �j� k� �l� �

�
�� r�i� �j � k� �l� � t
�� otherwise�

���

where t is a given threshold� But� the threshold is adjus�
ted after considering the criterion C and compatibility
vector �qi� which is de�ned as

qi��j� �
X
k

�R�i� �j� k� �l��� ��

Then� the criterion ��� is of �rst order� with respect to
the proability pi��j�� So the �nal probability in the �rst
stage �i��j� can be computed directly from qi��j�� given
by

�i��j� �

�
� if qi��j� � max�j

fqi��j�g
� otherwise�

���



k � � � � � N

�l k��s k��s � � � kN �s

Table �� maximum�compatibility�pair table for �i� �j�

For each �i��j� � �� there exist k� �l pairs that sup�
port the maximum compatibility function qi��j�� All k�
�l pairs can be stored in the form of a table � called the
maximum�compatibility�pair table� there exist N tables�
one for each maximum compatibility function� Table �
shows the general form of the maximum�compatibility�
pair table for i� �j pair�
Let us denote the maximum�compatibility�pair table

by Tij � For each i��j pair� k� �l pairs in the maximum�
compatibility�pair table denote the sets of pairs support�
ing the maximum qi��j��
If we adjust the discrete constraints set� according to

R�i� �j� k� �l� �

�
�� if ��j � �l� � Ti�k
�� otherwise�

���

Then� we can count the number of units ak�s of an unit
ai� which has labels compatible to a given label �j at ai
by

pi��j�

�� �

�

N

X
k

� max
�l

fR�i� �j � k� �l�g�k��l��� ����

It can be easily seen that if pi��j�
�� in ���� is equal
to �� then T � �� and the unit ai matches with the label
�j � Hence the next continuous relaxation stage is unne�
cessary� Although pi��j�
�� is not �� it can be used as
the initial probability in the next continuous relaxation
stage� since it re�ects the strength for unit ai to match
with label �j �

��� Computation of the Final Matching Prob�
abilities

The �nal probabilities are computed from the initial
probabilities using the continuous relaxation technique�
Mathematically� the continuous relaxation technique can
be viewed as an iterative process for minimizing certain
criterion��	�
If we de�ne the compatibility function as ��	

qi��j� �
X
k

�
X
�l

r�i� �j � k� �l�pk��l��� ����

then the criterion ��� is of the second order� with respect
to the probability pi��j�� Hence solution can be found
by many di�erent optimization techniques� Rather than
adopting one of more elaborate schemes� we employ the
gradient projection method� since it is known to locate
an optimum point quickly when� as in our algorithm� the
initial point is close to an optimum point� The gradient
of the criterion C in ��� is �C

�pi
��
� �qi��j�� hence the

iteration of the �pi�s is carried out� according to

�p

n���
i � I�p


n�
i � s��q 
n�

i � �n

n�
i �� ����

where I and s are identity matrix and step size � respect�
ively� and �ni is a vector for the satisfaction of constraints�
The �ni can be either �pi or normalized �qi� The step size
s in ���� can be determined optimally by the method in
��	� If the obtained �nal probability pi��j� is equal or
close to �� then �i� �j� � f � that is node i in N� matches
with node �j in N�� Otherwise �i� �j� 
� f � implying the
null match �

� Experimental Results

The proposed graph matching method is evaluated on
the synthetic and real images�
We choose the node alphabet as the line segments�

L � with the length as their attributes� and arcs of the
ARG representation represent the relationships between
line segments� The arcs are chosen to correspond to
following relations � Joint � J � with joint angle � 	 ��
and Others � O � with attribute � d� �� � �� where d is
the disance� � is the direction of vector between center
points� and � is the angle between the two line segments�
respectively�
Experimental results with synthetic line segments are

presented in Figure �� Figure � �a� contains the vari�
ous linear structures composed of line segments� where
uniform noise is added to distort the original structures�
In graph�s viewpoint� the noise generates the corruption
of topologies in the original graph� But� Figure � �c�
shows that the proposed matching algorithm can locate
the most similar linear structures with the model in the
input image�

�a� input image �b� model �c� matching result

Figure �� location of the desired structures

Figure � � � shows the matching ARGs extracted from
real aerial images� First we extract the line segments
from input image and model� as shown in Figure ��b��
�d�� Model correspond to the upper left part of the input
image� but rotated counter�clockwise by �� degrees�
Through matching between two ARGs� matched

nodes� line segments � in the input image can be identi�
�ed as shown in Figure ��
The initial probabilities for the ith node in the Figure

� �b� are shown in Figure 
�a�� Figure 
�a� shows the
di�erence between initial probabilities estimated from
the proposed method and those from comparing only
node attributes� Those computed from the proposed
method is shown to be superior� since fewer unit�label



�a� input image �b� extracted L

�c� model �d� extracted L

Figure �� line segments extracted from the model and
input image

�a� matched line segments

Figure �� matching result

pairs yield a higher probability� the �nal pi���� � �
�� This adjustment of the initial probability makes the
iteration process converges very rapidly as shown in Fig�
ure 
�b�� However� iteration process� starting from the
initial probability estimated from only comparing node
attributes� has not yet converged�
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	 Concluding Remarks

In this paper� we have proposed an hybrid graph match�
ing algorithm based on the discrete and continuous re�
laxation techniques� The discrete relaxation is used as a
preprocessing step for the estimation of the initialmatch�
ing probabilities� and the continuous relaxation is used
for the computation of the �nal matching probabilities�

The proposed matching algorithm� evaluated on both
synthetic and real images� was shown to be robust to
the corruption of topologies of the ARGs� and provides
additional advantage of converging very rapidly� This
fast convergence can be achieved by the nearly accur�
ate estimation of the initial matching probabilities and
gradient projection method with optimal step size selec�
tion �
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